10
12 oscillations and subsequent behavior can be modulated by oscillating transcranial current stimulation 13 (otCS). The purpose of the current study is to establish the efficacy of cathodal otCS for modulation 14 of the ongoing alpha brain oscillations, allowing for modulation of individual's visual perception. 15 Thirty-six participants performed a target detection with sham and 10-Hz cathodal otCS. Each 16 participant had two practice and two experimental sets composed of three blocks of 128 trials per 17 block. Stimulating electrodes were small square sponges (20 cm 2 ) placed on the participant's head 18 with the anode electrode at Cz and the cathode electrode at Oz. A 0.5 mA current was applied at the 19 cathode electrode every 100 ms (10 Hz frequency) during the otCS condition. The same current and 20 frequency was applied for the first 10-20 s of the sham condition, after which the current was turned 21
off. Target detection rates were separated into ten 10-ms bins based on the latency between the 22 stimulation/sham pulse and target onset. Target detection rates were then compared between the 23 sham and otCS experimental conditions across the ten bins in order to test for effects of otCS phase 24 on target detection. We found no significant difference in target detection rates between the sham and 25 otCS conditions, and discuss potential reasons for the apparent inability of cathodal otCS to 26 effectively modulate visual perception. 27
INTRODUCTION 28
Oscillating neural activity enables the brain to communicate and coordinate across different areas in 29 order to carry out important cognitive functions. Over the last decade, there has been a resurgence of 30 interest in oscillatory activity due to recent technological advances that enable non-invasive 31 modulation of these brain oscillations (Fröhlich, 2015; Fröhlich et al., 2015; Herrmann et al., 2013) . 32 In particular, transcranial current stimulation (tCS) has become a popular method because it provides 33 the possibility to modulate the phase, amplitude, and frequency of ongoing oscillatory activity 34 (Paulus, 2011) . 35
The most common applications of tCS involves the delivery of the electrical stimulation as either a 36 direct current (i.e., current of a constant intensity and polarity) or an alternating current (i.e., current This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article that oscillates between negative and positive polarity). Anodal (positive polarity) and cathodal 38 (negative polarity) transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) can modulate the neuronal response 39 threshold by inducing depolarization or hyperpolarization, respectively ( Using tACS with a DC-offset is referred to as oscillating transcranial current stimulation (otCS). This 56
technique can be thought of as a combination of tDCS and tACS., and this combination of tDCS and 57 tACS has been shown to be effective for boosting memory (Marshall et al., 2006) , and pulsed current 58 stimulation has been shown to affect corticospinal excitability (Jaberzadeh et al., 2014) . We therefore 59 utilized otCS here to manipulate posterior parietal alpha oscillations and test if there was any 60 influence on target detection. 61
Brain oscillations within the alpha (8-12 Hz) frequency band have emerged as a marker of visual 62 perception and selective attention (Mathewson et al., 2011) . We and others have shown that target 63 detection depends on the phase of alpha oscillations at the moment of target onset (Mathewson et al.,  64 2009), which we have explained due to alpha acting as a pulsating inhibition in the brain. We have 65 found using fast optical imaging that these alpha oscillations relevant for detection can be localized to 66 the posterior parietal cortex (Mathewson et al., 2014) . We have found support for this theory in a 67 series of studies in which we rhythmically entrain alpha oscillations with visual stimulation and 68 observe subsequent rhythmic modulation in target detectability (Kizuk and Mathewson, 2017 ; 69 Mathewson et al., 2012 Mathewson et al., , 2014 . We find that 12-Hz rhythmic visual stimulation induces phase 70 locking at the same frequency in the EEG, as well as these fluctuations in target detection. In 71
comparison to the classical rhythmic sensory stimulation protocols which entrain the entire visual 72 system, the use of tCS offers the advantage of directly stimulating cortical targets (Brignani et al., 73 2013) . 74
The aim of the current study was to provide a proof of principle that the entrainment of ongoing 75 neural oscillations by rhythmic visual stimulation can be replicated with cathodal otCS at the same 76 frequency. The present study aims to address this issue by attempting to control the phase alpha 77 oscillations in the posterior parietal cortex during visual perception. We chose otCS because it has 78
been associated with modulation of parieto-occipital alpha activity and subsequent behavior (Kasten 79 and Herrmann, 2017 Pelli, 1997) . See Figure 1A for the stimulus dimensions. Video output 96 was sent to the ViewPixx/EEG with an Asus Striker GTX760 (Fremont, CA) graphics processing 97 unit. 98
Each trial began with a black fixation cross presented at the center of the monitor for 400 ms. The 99 fixation cross was followed by a blank screen. The blank screen remained for 200, 230, 300, 320, 100 370, 410, or 450 ms (target stimulus onset asynchrony; tSOA) after which the target appeared for 101 8.33 ms (one monitor refresh). The target was followed by a backward mask lasting for 8.33 ms with 102 a constant 41.7 ms target-mask SOA (mSOA). Following the mask offset, the participant had 1000 103 ms to respond before the next trial began. There were 128 trials per block, and three blocks per 104 experimental condition. On 20% of trials, the target was omitted to assess false alarms. A summary 105 of the task sequence can be seen in Figure 1B . 106
In the first two conditions, the target luminance value was adjusted throughout the task based on a 3-107 up/1-down staircasing procedure that was chosen because it targeted a 0.5 target detection rate for 108 each individual ( G a r c ı a -Pérez, 1998; Kingdom and Prins, 2016). The target luminance value in the 109 final two conditions remained constant and determined for each participant by taking the average 110 target luminance value across the last two blocks of trials in the second staircasing block. 111
Electrical Stimulation 112
A battery-driven stimulator (Oasis Pro, Mind Alive, Canada) was used to deliver a 10-Hz oscillating 113 cathodal transcranial electrical current via rubber electrodes encased in sponges (5×4 cm; Oasis Pro, 114
Mind Alive, Canada) and soaked in saline solution. The electrodes were attached to the head 115 underneath an EEG Recording Cap (EASYCAP, Herrsching, Germany) with the cathodal electrode 116 (where the current was applied) at Oz and the anodal electrode placed at Cz. These positions were 117 chosen for maximal stimulation intensity in the parieto-occipital cortex (Neuling et al., 2012b) . The 118 stimulation current had a rounded square waveform that was delivered at a 10-Hz frequency. The 119 onset of each stimulation pulse was recorded by the amplifier via a customized trigger output added 120 to the Oasis Pro stimulator by the manufacturer with the accuracy confirmed with oscilloscopes prior 121 to the experiment. 122
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The intensity of the stimulation current was adjusted for each participant to ensure that they did not 123 experience pain, tingling or other unpleasant sensations. To obtain this threshold, we started with an 124 intensity level of 0.50 mA (peak-to-peak). If the participant indicated unpleasant sensations, we 125 decreased the intensity in steps of 0.02 mA until the participant reported little to no skin sensation. 126
The obtained threshold level ranged between 0.34-0.50 mA (M = 0.46, SD = 0.05) was used as 127 stimulation intensity in the tCS condition. 128
The sham condition consisted of a 10 s fade-in and 20 s of stimulation at 0.50 mA. The current was 129 then shut off by disconnecting the Oasis Pro stimulator from the stimulating electrodes outsight of 130 the sign of the participant. Disconnecting the stimulating device from the electrodes did not interrupt 131 the stimulation triggers sent to the amplifier, which can therefore be used as control timings. The 132 experimental condition also consisted of a 10 s fade-in and 20 s of stimulation at 0.50 mA, after 133 which the current intensity was decreased to the individual's obtained threshold level. 134
EEG Recording 135
During the target detection task, EEG data was recorded using a 16-channel V-amp amplifier (Brain 136
Products, München, Germany) from 15 scalp locations (O1, O2, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, T7, C3, Cz, C4, 137
T8, F3, Fz, F4; 10/20 system), a ground electrode at position Fpz, and two reference electrodes, 138 placed at the right and left mastoids, with Ag/AgCl sintered ring electrodes (EASYCAP, Herrsching, 139
Germany) in a 20-channel electrode cap (EASYCAP). SuperVisc electrolyte gel and mild abrasion 140 with a blunted syringe tip were used to lower impedances to less than 5 kΩ for all electrode sites 141 except Cz which did not have direct contact with the head because it was on top of the stimulating 142 electrode sponge. EEG was recorded online referenced to an electrode attached to the left mastoid. 143
Offline, the data were re-referenced to the arithmetically derived average of the left and right mastoid 144 electrode. 145
In addition to the 15 EEG sensors, two reference electrodes, and the ground electrode, the vertical 146 and horizontal bipolar EOG was recorded from passive Ag/AgCl Easycap disk electrodes affixed 147 above and below the left eye, and 1 cm lateral from the outer canthus of each eye. Prior to placement 148 of electrodes, the participant's skin was cleaned using Nuprep (an exfoliating cleaning gel) and 149 electrolyte gel was used to lower the impedance of these EOG electrodes to under 5 kΩ in the same 150 manner as previously mentioned. The bipolar vertical and horizontal EOG was recorded using a pair 151 of BIP2AUX converters in the V-amp auxiliary channels (Brain Products 
Design and Procedure 163
For all the participants, the study consisted of one session and took approximately 90 minutes. We 164 implemented a single-blind sham-controlled design in which participants underwent two experimental conditions (otCS and sham) in a counterbalanced order. EEG data was simultaneously 166 recorded during both conditions. 167
The procedure started with the participants performing three practice blocks of the staircased version 168 of the target detection task while the experimenters set-up the EEG cap and electrical stimulation 169 electrodes. After the practice blocks and set-up, the electrical stimulation intensity was determined 170
for each participant using the procedure described above. Next, the participant performed the 171 staircased version of the target detection task a second time under the stimulation sham condition. 172
The average luminance value of the target in the last two blocks of trials was calculated for each 173 participant. Finally, participants performed the target detection task under the otCS and sham 174 experimental conditions (counterbalanced across subjects) using the previously calculated target 175 luminance value. 176
Although EEG data was recorded throughout the final three conditions, attempts to remove the otCS 177 stimulation artifact with both traditional and advanced multi-step procedures (Helfrich et al., 2014; 178 Kohli and Casson, 2015; Liu et al., 2012) were unsuccessful. This was most likely due to the 179 presence of small fluctuations of stimulation intensity caused by the stimulating device. Therefore, 180
were not able to examine possible psychophysiological effects. 181
Questionnaire 182
To obtain possible adverse effects for otCS, a version of a questionnaire introduced by Brunoni et al. 183
(2011) was used. The following side-effects were inquired: headache, neck pain, scalp pain, tingling, 184
itching, burning sensation, skin redness, sleepiness, trouble concentrating and acute mood change. 185
Participants were asked to indicate the intensity of the side-effect (1, absent; 2, mild; 3, moderate; 4, 186 severe) and if they attributed the side-effect to the tACS (1, none; 2, remote; 3, possible; 4, probable; 187 5, definite). 188
The most reported adverse effects (intensities rated higher than 1) after the experiment were trouble 189 concentrating (70.0%), sleepiness (66.7%) and scalp tingling (56.7%). Ratings for intensity of 190 adverse effects were generally relatively low, except for sleepiness (M = 2.12) and trouble 191 concentrating (M = 2.10). For the ratings on whether subjects attributed the adverse effects to the 192 stimulation, only tingling achieved an average score above 2 (M = 2.20). 193
Data Analyses 194
Data analysis was performed using MATLAB R2017a (The MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA, USA) and 195 EEGLAB 13.6.5b (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 196 11.5.0 (Chicago, IL) and R 3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2013). 197
Target detection performance 198
First, the trials from the non-staircased version of the target detection task were subdivided into 10 199 ms bins based on the time between the preceding stimulation pulse and the onset of the target (pulse 200 to target SOA; see Figure 1B ). This was our main independent variable, since we predict that if alpha 201 oscillations are being entrained by the electrical stimulation their phase should influence detection. 202
Because a stimulation pulse was every 100 ms, this meant that there was a total of ten bins. Target 203 detection rates (proportion of targets participants detected) of each participant was calculated for 204 these ten 10 ms bins after excluding catch trials (where no target appeared) and trials without a valid 205 response. These calculations were performed separately for each stimulation condition (otCS and 206 sham). A test of the mean detection rates across bins between otCS and sham conditions was 207 10-Hz Cathodal Oscillating Current 6 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article conducted using a mixed ANOVA where the 10 ms bins and stimulation condition were within-208 subject factors, condition order (otCS before sham or sham before otCS) was a between-subject 209 factor, and the participants were treated as a random variable. The ANOVA was performed in R 210 using the built-in aov function and the ezANOVA function from the ez package (Lawrence, 2016) . 211
The analysis yielded a significant interaction between stimulation condition and order of conditions 212
indicating the presence of a sequence effect (see Results section and Figure 3A) . The sequence effect 213
was not relevant to the hypothesis that target detection rates will vary in a sinusoidal manner relative 214
to otCS stimulation pulses but not the sham pulses. Therefore, the target detection rates were 215
normalized for each participant in each condition separately and then re-tested with the mixed 216 ANOVA. 217
Finally, the behavioral data was subdivided into twelve bins of 32 consecutive trials across the three 218 blocks of each stimulation condition and submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA. This was done 219 to investigate whether there was a change in target detection rates across the condition, since if alpha 220 power increases with stimulation time target detection should get worse. ). 231
EEG data 232
The average voltage in the 300 ms baseline prior to the target was subtracted on each trial for every 233 electrode. Trials with absolute voltage fluctuations on any channel greater than 1000 μ V were 234 discarded, and data was segmented into 1800 ms epochs aligned to target onset (-800 ms pre-target 235 onset to 1000 ms post-target onset). Eye movements were then corrected with a regression-based 236 procedure developed by Gratton, Coles, and Donchin (1983) . After a second baseline subtraction 237 with 300 ms pre-target, trials with remaining absolute voltage fluctuations on any channel greater 238 than 500 μ V were removed from further analysis. 239
RESULTS 240
The mixed ANOVA on the mean detection data yielded no significant main effects or interactions 241 (Figure 2A To compensate for this sequence effects, target detection rates were normalized for each participant 248 in each condition separately and were tested again with the same ANOVA. The statistical test also 249 yielded no significant main effects or interactions including the interaction between stimulation 250 condition and stimulation condition order ( Figure 2B ). There were no main effects or interactions 251 with a p-value less than 0.20. 252
Contrary to our hypothesis, the sinusoidal pattern of the target detection rates did not seem to be 253 strongly modulated by the cathodal otCS stimulation pulses compared to the sham ( Figure 3A) . This 254 is supported by a paired t test which indicates that there is no significant difference in the estimated 255 amplitude parameters (α ଵ ) from the fitted sine functions to the otCS and sham behavioral data (t(35) 256 = 0.65, p = 0.52; Figure 3B ). Furthermore, a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test indicated that the amount of 257 variability in the target detection rates accounted for by the sinusoidal model (adjusted R 2 value) did 258 not differ significantly between the sham and otCS stimulation conditions (Z = -0.58, p = 0.56; 259 Figure 3C ). 260
Finally, the mean target detection rates across each experimental condition was examined to see if 261
there was an effect of the otCS stimulation over the course of the trials. Mauchly's test indicated that 262
the assumption of sphericity was violated for the stimulation condition x bins interaction, W = 0.065, 263 p < .01, ε = .66. The degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of 264
sphericity. There was a significant main of bin on target detection rates (F(11,385) = 4.78, p < 265 0.001). There was no significant main effect of stimulation condition (F(1,35) < 1.00), nor a 266 significant interaction between stimulation condition x bins (F(7.23,253.19) = 0.65, p = 0.72). As can 267 be seen in Figure 4 , there was a change in target detection rates across the duration of the task, but 268
this change was about the same in both conditions. A post hoc test using the Holm procedure to 269 control for Type I errors revealed that the first 32 trials (bin 1; M = 0.57, SE = 0.03) had significantly 270 better target detection rates than the set of trials in bin 4 (M = 0.46, SE = 0.03), bin 7 (M = 0.47, SE = 271 0.02), and bin 8 (M = 0.48, SE = 0.02). Because participants performed the task in three blocks of 272 128 trials, the end of the first block corresponds to bin 4 and the end of the second block corresponds 273 to bin 8. Therefore, the most likely explanation for these results is that the participants got fatigued 274 towards the end of each block. 275
DISCUSSION 276
The current studied aimed to provide a proof of principle that the entrainment of ongoing neural 277 oscillations by rhythmic visual stimulation can be replicated with cathodal otCS at the same 278 frequency. To this end, we attempted to modulate the phase alpha oscillations in the posterior parietal 279 cortex during a well-established visual detection task. Contrary to our hypothesis, there was no 280 evidence that cathodal otCS stimulation pulses modulated target detection rates. We found that mean 281 target detection rates during the otCS stimulation did not change as compared to sham stimulation. 282
Furthermore, the sinusoidal pattern of the target detection rates did not seem to be strongly 283 modulated by the cathodal otCS stimulation pulses compared to the sham. Together, these results did 284 not provide significant evidence for 10 Hz cathodal otCS directly inducing modulation of alpha 285 oscillations that can influence visual perception in a target detection task. 286
To the best of our analysis, cathodal otCS stimulation was not observed to modulate alpha 287 oscillations and subsequent target detection rates. A major limitation of this study is that the efficacy 288 of cathodal otCS can only by inferred from the perceptual and behavioural consequences of electrical 289 stimulation during the target detection task. Although EEG was recorded throughout the experiment, 290
we were not able to remove the otCS-induced artifacts. As a result, we have no direct 291 10-Hz Cathodal Oscillating Current 8 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article electrophysiological evidence that the cathodal otCS stimulation interacted with the ongoing brain 292 oscillations. Therefore, we cannot eliminate technical or methodological issues as the explanation for 293 a lack of measurable behavior effects. For example, it is possible that the stimulation intensity or 294 duration was not sufficient for inducing modulation of endogenous alpha oscillation. However, it is 295 unlikely that stimulation intensity was too low to induce effects because previous studies have used 296 similar intensities with observable effects (Moliadze et al., 2012; Neuling et al., 2015) . Insufficient 297 stimulation duration is also an unlikely explanation because there was no change in target detection 298 rates compared to sham over course of the target detection task (see Figure 4 ). Furthermore, the three 299 blocks of the target detection task took at least 10 mins which is considered enough time to induce 300 effects in the ongoing oscillations Thair et al., 2017) . 301
It is also possible that using a 10 Hz stimulation frequency for all participants rather than matching 302 the otCS frequency to each individuals' peak alpha frequency reduced the efficacy of cathodal otCS. 303
Several lines of evidence have shown that effective modulation of endogenous oscillations by 304 periodic brain stimulation depends on matching the stimulation frequency to the rhythmic activity. 305
For example, a study using optogenetic stimulation and multichannel slice electrophysiology found 306 that a weak sine-wave electric field can enhance ongoing oscillatory activity, but only when the 307 stimulation frequency was matched to the endogenous oscillation (Schmidt et al., 2014) . 308
Furthermore, a meta-analysis of fifty-one sham controlled experiments that investigated the effects of 309 tACS on perception and cognitive performance, Schutter and Wischnewski (2016) found that 310
performance is more likely to increase when tACS is administered based on individual spectral 311 information. Together, these results suggest that the efficacy of cathodal otCS in the current study 312 might have been greatly reduced because we did not control for inter-individual differences of 313 endogenous alpha oscillations. However, using a 10 Hz stimulation frequency rather than matching 314 the otCS frequency to individual peak frequencies might not have been as important a factor as it 315 might seem. Specifically, even in the same participant, individual endogenous oscillatory activity 316 varies during the course of a given task which could decrease the effects of stimulation even when 317 the individual peak frequency was applied (Woods et al., 2016) . 318
Another factor that could have reduced the efficacy of this method was that we did not control the 319 timing of the otCS stimulation with regards to the target detection task. As a result, state-dependent 320 differences in cortical activity across individuals prior to otCS may influence the effects of 321 subsequent stimulation, introducing a possible source of variability (Silvanto and Pascual-Leone, 322 2008). However, this is an unlikely explanation because much of the variability due to differences 323 across individuals would have been accounted for in the sham condition and by blocking on 324 participants in the statistical analysis. Therefore, it is unlikely that state-dependent differences in 325 cortical activity could significantly contribute to the lack of behavioral differences between the otCS 326 and sham conditions in the target detection task. 327
In addition to the technical and methodological limitations mentioned above, individual differences 328 in the brain's susceptibility to otCS is another factor that may contribute to the lack of an observable 329 effect. Anatomical variation including scalp-brain distance, gyral folding of the cerebral cortex, and 330 thickness of corticospinal fluid layer and skull can have a significant impact on the effects of 331 transcranial current stimulation (Nitsche et al., 2008; Opitz et al., 2015) . 332
The results of the current study suggest that 10-Hz cathodal otCS stimulation does not directly induce 333 modulation of alpha oscillations that can influence visual perception in a target detection task. Part of 334 this null result might be explained by individual differences in peak alpha frequency, state-dependent 335 changes in cortical activity, and susceptibility to otCS stimulation. However, technical and 336 10-Hz Cathodal Oscillating Current 9 methodological issues might also contribute a lack of observable differences in visual perception. In 337 the absence of electrophysiological evidence, it is important to be cautious about forming any firm 338
conclusions based on the current study. Further research is needed to convincingly eliminate cathodal 339 otCS stimulation as a means of modulating endogenous alpha oscillations in the posterior parietal 340 area. However, the current study provides the first evidence supporting that conclusion. 341 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article stimulation conditions. The larger the adjusted r-square value, the more variability in the detection 520
rates explained by the model. Grey line marks a value of zero. 521 
